The “Revelation of Jesus” code in the Peshitta NT
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I am ashamed.
The revelation of Jesus clothed our Lord.
A plot to crush Him sprang up.
Alas , for His tranquility !
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The ELS reference is 99067 characters between rows.
There are 1 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Acts 17:11.18 and ends at Hebrews 5:5.16.
The matrix spans 3863614 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 40 rows, is 1 columns wide and contains a total of 40 characters.
There is 1 significant term in the matrix.
The matrix odds are 2.47156926329144 x 1038 to 1 in favour of significance.
The cumulative 'R' Factor for the displayed matrix is 38.393.

I searched for the term, “ewsyd anylg” (“The revelation of Jesus”) in The Peshitta NT. It consists of the first two
words of the book of Revelation in The Aramaic Crawford manuscript which is used in The 1905 Critical edition of
The Peshitta NT, also known as The Syriac Bible , published by The United Bible Society, 1979.The 40 letter code
occurs once as an ELS, skipping 99,067 letters 39 times to find each letter of the 30 letter code attached to each ends of
the 10 letter initial search term, as displayed above.
The initial search term , “ewsyd anylg” (“The revelation of Jesus”) has a 3% probability (at skips of +-2 – +100,000) of occurring in The Peshitta NT . There are 30 more letters attached , spelling out the above sentences in
Aramaic. One word precedes the phrase, the other seven words follow it, forming a ten word Aramaic code of three
sentences ! The composite probability is one in 10 to the 38th power ! This is not a likely scenario for a 2000 year old
text written by any other than a superhuman intelligence !
The code is found by connecting the end of Revelation to the beginning of Matthew , end to end, making the NT a
circular string of 461,094 letters. The last letter of the code (h) is at Acts 17:11, letter 18 (in Aramaic) and skips 99,067
letters to the next to last letter , (s), etc. Each skip covers 21% of the NT text, so in the course of the entire search the
Codefinder program cycles through the NT eight times plus !
Remove one letter from this Peshitta NT, and the code disappears ! The number of letters 461,094 in the 27 books is

absolutely essential to the existence of this code. Remove one from any of its 27 books, and it all falls apart.

The matrix odds are 2.47 x 1038 to 1 in favour of significance.
This is the second long code covering the Peshitta NT I have found. The other is a 25 letter code, covering 96% of the
NT :
owbyab eswy uyny la Nb yha Nlhl –
Where should The Son of God dwell ? Jesus shall blossom forth in a manger.
It also is a toroidal search , like the 40 letter code, cycling through Revelation back almost to the starting point at Acts
27.
Neither of these codes, or anything with even the initial two word phrase, occur in the Tanach control text (a scrambled
text of The Old Testament).
The Christmas code was found by searching for owbyab eswy (“Jesus in a manger) – a Hebrew term. The probability of
this phrase occurring by itself (at skips of +-2 – +-100,000) , is 2% in the Peshitta NT. The other terms are extensions
of that phrase, discovered by reading the letters attached to the string of letters following it, letter by letter, no spaces
between ! The probability for the extended code of 25 consecutive letters in two very plain sentences is, one in 10 to
the 20th power !
A test of The Greek NT (1550 Textus Receptus, Tischendorf’s 8th edition, The Byzantine NT, Nestle’s Greek NT,
Westcott & Hort’s edition, and even Josephus’ Antiquities in Greek (1.63 million letters !) shows , when searching
just for the one word , apokaluqiv (“Revelation”) – absolutely nothing ! At skips of +-2 – +-100,000 , the term has
a
0.5 % probability of occurring in Josephus and 0.25 % in The Greek NT. No code exists in any of those texts with the
word “Revelation” in it. Only The Peshitta NT has it. If the NT were to have codes in it, we should expect at least this
word to be found as an ELS. The fact that it is not found in any Greek edition is quite a “revelation” !

The Peshitta text has remained unchanged from the first century; all 350 manuscripts are essentially in uniform
agreement. The Greek mss. are not nearly as uniform, even among the Byzantine and Textus Receptus traditions.
The Critical texts also differ; there is no settled tradition or standard. Every new Nestles or UBS edition has numerous
changes from the 26 previous editions.
The code itself seems to be the thoughts of a disciple of our Lord – “Maran” (“Our Lord”) , found in the code, is a
title the disciples often used for Jesus ( about 240 times), as written in the Peshitta NT .
I searched for the first two words of the Book of Revelation in Aramaic. The skip rates I entered were 2 to 100,000.
The phrase only occurs once in this range , at -99,067 . A negative skip means that the term occurs backward in a
forward search of the NT. The code’s letters are found in 15 books , including the 4 Gospels, Acts, Romans, 1&2
Cor. , Ephesians, Philippians, Titus, Hebrews, 1&2 Peter and Revelation . The version I have searched here is the 27
book canon of the Peshitto, based on the critical editions of Gwilliams & Pusey for the Gospels , Gwilliams edition
of Paul’s epistles and Acts, and John Gwynn’s critical edition of the minor Catholic Epistles and Revelation.
Even though the codes letters are not found in all the 27 books of the NT canon, the code relies on all the books having
exactly the number of letters each one contains, or the code falls apart.
I have tried four editions of the Peshitta & Peshitto NT, as well as a scrambled text of the Hebrew Bible. None of them
has any such code, not even the two word “Revelation of Jesus” phrase in Aramaic. This particular edition of the
Peshitto uses the Eastern book order – Acts, James, 1 & 2 Peter, 1, 2nd ,3rd John, Jude, Romans, 1 & 2 Corinthians,
thru Hebrews, and Revelation. It was somewhat edited by Roy Reinhold , who supplied the Peshitto text for
Codefinder, to conform to the Eastern Peshitta text in a few places , primarily in The Gospels. The differences are
very few and minor. One version I tried is the 1905 Syraic NT. This version has 51 fewer letters than the Codefinder
edition, which was edited from this version to conform more to the Eastern text, as just outlined above. The code
does not exist in the 1905 edition; the two word phrase also does not occur there. The Eastern text 22 book Peshitta

also has none of the coded information of the Codefinder edition. Another Western edition has about 50 letters more
than the Codefinder edition’s 461,094 letters. It also shows no such code nor the two word phrase on which it was
built.
The same results apply to the 25 letter code I found in 2002. All this along with my Divine Names experiment, has led
me to conclude that The Western Peshitto , in its critical edition, corrected somewhat to the Eastern text of The
Peshitta, but containing the 27 books and the Pericope Adultera of John 7:53-8:11, is the original text of The New
Testament, very nearly letter perfect ! All the evidence I have compiled thus far leads to the conclusion that The
Peshitta NT in its present form was authored by God Himself !

